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Abstract. Patients with type 1 diabetes mellitus use intensive insulin therapy to suppress their insulin needs and avoid the adverse
consequences of chronic hyperglycemia. Intensive insulin therapy consists of a combination of basal insulin and bolus insulin.
While the basal insulin dose is periodically adjusted in collaboration with the healthcare team, patients have to estimate the bolus
insulin dose by themselves, before each meal. To accurately estimate the bolus insulin dose, patients must know the carbohydrates
content of each meal and their insulin to carbohydrate ratio. The insulin to carbohydrate ratio is initially calculated by experienced
diabetologists using high-quality data. However, regarding the glucose complex metabolism, it varies over the day due to several
factors. Consequently, daily, patients use approximate values to estimate their bolus insulin. Thus, depending on the error of
the insulin to carbohydrate ratio estimates, the patient could experience hypo or hyperglycemic events. Therefore, to avoid the
consequences of inaccurate bolus insulin and to improve the patient’s glycemic control, this work presents an adaptive insulin
bolus calculator that uses the patient’s glycemic data to dynamically adjust the mealtime bolus and compensate for the adverse
effects of inaccurate insulin to carbohydrate ratio estimates.

INTRODUCTION

Type 1 diabetes mellitus (T1DM) is a chronic disease characterized by the autoimmune destruction of
insulin-secreting pancreatic β cells. Consequently, T1DM patients must supply their bodies with insulin to avoid
the deleterious consequences of chronic hyperglycemia. Insulin therapy consists of a basal-bolus regimen, in which
the basal insulin is slow-acting insulin that regulates the blood glucose levels between meals, and the bolus insulin is
fast-acting insulin to get the postprandial blood glucose on target, according to the carbohydrate intake of each meal
[1]. However, to be effective, the bolus insulin dose must be accurate. Although, to correctly calculating it is not simple
since it depends on several factors, i.e., the carbohydrate intake at each meal (CHO) [2, 3], the Insulin to Carbohydrate
Ratio (ICR), the Insulin Sensitivity Factor (IS F), the preprandial blood glucose [4], the postprandial blood glucose
target and the insulin remaining active from the last boluses. Concerning the ICR and IS F factors, they are correlated
and dynamic [5–7], changing along the day due to several factors, namely, physical activity, stress, health condition,
or the hormone cycle, making it hard to get [8]. Indeed, in their daily life, patients use ICR estimates to determine the
prandial insulin. So, depending on the magnitude of the error present in the ICR estimates, it could result in off-target
postprandial blood glucose levels, or even worse, in hypo or hyperglycemic events. Therefore, it is of great importance
to developing methods to minimize the adverse consequences of inaccurate ICR estimates. In this regard, this work
introduces an adaptive bolus calculator that uses both on-demand and retrospective data to dynamically adjust the
mealtime insulin. On-demand data refers to the patient’s blood glucose and carbohydrates intake at mealtime. On
the other hand, retrospective data relates to the postprandial blood glucose of previous meals. The flexibility of our
method allows using different algorithms and artificial intelligence techniques to compute retrospective data to get the
adjusted bolus and, consequently, on-target blood glucose levels. The remaining of this paper presents the proposed
method along with an application example. Finally, some future directions are pointed out regarding the assessment
and the practical application of the proposed bolus calculator.
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MATHEMATICAL METHODS

Consider the following equation:

B =
CHO
ICR

+
G −GT

IS F
− IOB, (1)

that is used for patients to determine the prandial and correction boluses to be administrated before each meal, where
B [U] is the bolus insulin, CHO [g] are the carbohydrates consumed in the meal, G [mg/dL] is the preprandial blood
glucose, GT [mg/dL] is the blood glucose target, IOB [U] is the Insulin-on-Board, i.e., it is the insulin remaining active
from the previously administrated bolus, and ICR [g/U] and IS F [mg/dL/U] are the insulin to carbohydrate ratio and
the insulin sensitivity factor, respectively [9, 10].

From the works [5–7], we can consider that IS F = α · ICR/W, where W [kg] is the patient’s bodyweight and
α [dL−1] is a nonzero positive constant. So, Equation 1 can be rewritten as B = CHO/ICR+W ·(G−GT )/(α·ICR)−IOB.
In the following analysis, we consider that ICR is properly estimated by a diabetologist and denoted by ˆICR, and the
CHO, W, G, and IOB are correct values.

Let δICR be the ICR estimation error, i.e., δICR = ICR− ˆICR. If δICR � 0 there is an error on B given by δB = B− B̂,
where B̂ = CHO/ ˆICR +W · (G −GT )/(α · ˆICR) − IOB. Therefore, we have:

δB =
α ·CHO +W · (G −GT )

α · ICR
− α ·CHO +W · (G −GT )

α · ˆICR
. (2)

The error in the bolus, δB, will act as an unplanned correction bolus, and therefore leading to an off-target
postprandial blood glucose (Gpostprandial) and an error given by

δGpostprandial = Gpostprandial −GT =
δB · α · ICR

W
. (3)

As it is easily to prove, α·CHO+W ·(G−GT ) > 0, and replacing δB of Equation 3 by Equation 2 for ICR = ˆICR+δICR,
we obtain:

δICR = −
W · ˆICR · δGpostprandial

α ·CHO +W · (G −GT )
with δGpostprandial = Gpostprandial −GT . (4)

The main purpose of this work is to correct the bolus insulin to minimize the impact of inaccurate insulin to
carbohydrate ratio on Gpostprandial. In this context, we will insert a correction nonzero positive constant K to adjust the
estimated bolus to the real bolus, i.e., we search K such that:

(
CHO

ˆICR
+

W · (G −GT )

α · ˆICR

)
· K − IOB = B

⇐⇒ α ·CHO +W · (G −GT )

α · ˆICR
· K = α ·CHO +W · (G −GT )

α · ICR

⇐⇒ K =
ˆICR

ˆICR + δICR
. (5)

Using Equation 4 in Equation 5, we obtain:

K =
ˆICR

ˆICR − W · ˆICR · δGpostprandial

α ·CHO +W · (G −GT )

=
α ·CHO +W · (G −GT )

α ·CHO +W ·
(
G −GT − δGpostprandial

) with δGpostprandial = Gpostprandial −GT , (6)
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where Gpostprandial
1 is obtained using the method proposed in [11] and δGpostprandial < (α ·CHO+W · (G−GT ))/W. This

condition for δGpostprandial is necessary to ensure that B̂ > 0. Consider that δGpostprandial ≥ (α · CHO + W · (G − GT ))/W.
Then, by Equation 3, we obtain that

α ·CHO +W · (G −GT )

W
≤
(
B − B̂

)
· α · ICR

W

⇐⇒ B − B̂ ≥ α ·CHO +W · (G −GT )

α · ICR

⇐⇒ B − B̂ ≥ B + IOB

⇐⇒ B̂ ≤ −IOB ≤ 0,

that is a contradiction.

APPLICATION EXAMPLE

Consider a patient with the following characteristics: ˆICR = 11.80 g/U, W = 70 kg, and α = 1700/6.17 dL−1 [5].
Suppose that this patient will ingest a meal of 50 g of carbohydrates, and in the moment of the meal he has IOB =
0.20 U and the preprandial blood glucose, G, equal to 110 mg/dL. According to his historical and the method used
to calculate an estimate of postprandial blood glucose after the meal, we consider that Gpostprandial = 130 mg/dL.
Admit that the blood glucose target is GT = 100 mg/dL. So, the error of Gpostprandial is δGpostprandial = Gpostprandial−GT =

30 mg/dL < (α·CHO+W ·(G−GT ))/W ≈ 206.80 mg/dL. To minimize the impact of inaccurate insulin to carbohydrate
ratio in Gpostprandial, the patient should correct the bolus insulin using the correction nonzero positive constant K given
by Equation 6:

K =

1700

6.17
· 50 + 70 · (110 − 100)

1700

6.17
· 50 + 70 · (110 − 100 − 30)

≈ 1.17.

Therefore, the patient must administer the following corrected bolus insulin:

BK =

(
CHO

ˆICR
+

W · (G −GT )

α · ˆICR

)
· K − IOB ≈ 5.01 U

instead of

B̂ =
CHO

ˆICR
+

W · (G −GT )

α · ˆICR
− IOB ≈ 4.25 U.

CONCLUSION

This work presented an adaptive mealtime insulin calculator able to minimize the adverse consequences of incorrect
bolus insulin due to inaccurate insulin to carbohydrate ratio estimates. The proposed method allows adjusting the
bolus insulin of each meal independently, using meal specific data, either on-demand and retrospective. On-demand
data refers to the patients’ glycemia and carbohydrates intake at mealtime, on the other hand, retrospective data relates
to the postprandial blood glucose of previous meals. The flexibility of our method allows using different algorithms
and artificial intelligence techniques to compute retrospective data to get the adjusted bolus and, therefore, improve
the patient’s glycemic control. Regarding future research activities, we plan to investigate the use of different artificial
intelligence techniques to estimate the postprandial blood glucose, Gpostprandial, and assess the trustworthiness of the
adjusting factor K. Finally, the proposed method will be assessed by performing several in-silico trials, using the FDA
accepted UVa/Padova T1DM Simulator v3.2.

1Gpostprandial is measured two hours after each meal and can be obtained from retrospective data using different techniques. The method

proposed in [11] is just an example.
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